GUM N GOO REMOVER - INSTRUCTION SHEET

REMOVING GUM & WAX FROM CARPETS etc
1.

Using SCRAPER TOOL remove any loose gum (or other) and
pierce remaining hardened deposit with SCRAPER TOOL (being
careful not to damage fabric underneath).

2.
3.
4.

Squeeze out GUM N GOO REMOVER over deposit and agitate
with SCRAPER blade in a backwards/forwards motion.
As deposit starts to dissolve remove with SCRAPER and discard onto PAPER TOWEL or similar
When all stickiness is removed, wipe away any remaining
mark with GUM N GOO or THAT’S AWESOME STAIN
REMOVER and a dry TOWELLING CLOTH.

REMOVING GLUE, STICKY TAPE etc FROM HARD SURFACES
1.

Apply GUM N GOO REMOVER liberally over sticky area (leave to soften for 2-5 min)

2.
3.
4.

Using PLASTIC SCRAPER or similar (credit card is ideal) work GUM N
GOO REMOVER into sticky residue with circular motions from the
outside in.
Scrape away dissolved deposit and wipe onto paper towel to
discard
Apply more GUM N GOO or STAIN REMOVER to wipe remaining marks with a dry TOWELLING CLOTH until completely free
from stickiness

WINDOW & VEHICLE STICKERS etc
1.

Using HEAT GUN or similar, heat sticker and peel off surface (being careful not to cause damage to paintwork or window
through overheating)

2.
3.

For remaining sticky residue, follow previous steps 1– 4 .
For extra stubborn residues, GUM N GOO may be used with
car polish in approx 3:1 ratio. Mix on the surface and continue as with steps 1-4.
ALSO REMOVES: grease, blu-tac,
sillastic, ink, lipstick etc
That’s Awesome products are Non-Toxic, Non-Flammable & completely Biodegradable. How ever as with all cleaning products, keep
out of reach of children. Use in well ventilated room . Wear protective gloves if prone to sensitive skin. Avoid eye contact or ingestion
wash eyes thoroughly and seek medical advice if any irritation
persists.

